We watch many characters in dramas and in cinema. Dialogues are important to make a character likewise costumes and makeup also plays very important role to complete the character’. Knowledge for makeup is important to all the artists stated Director of Art and Culture Shri Gurudas P. Pilarnekar while speaking as the Chief Guest at concluding function of “Makeup in theatre’ workshop organized by Directorate of Art and culture.

A week long workshop in “makeup in theatre” was organized on November 11 to 15, 2019 at Art Gallery, Sanskruti Bhavan, Patto Panaji. Resource person Shri Eknath Naik, Assistant Smt. Amita Naik and Deputy Director Art and Culture, Shri Ashok Parab were present for the inaugural function.

Artist pay homage to stage while stepping on the stage. In the same manner an artist has to seek the blessing from the “Rangdevata” before starting with the makeup and should give respect by maintaining silence and discipline in the makeup room. Resource person, Shri Eknath Naik stated in his speech.

Deputy Director of Art and Culture, Shri Ashok Parab while welcoming the gathering said that in any learning field curiosity is important and the Participants should learn new things from these kinds of workshops to become successful.

Shri Pradeep Naik compered the function and proposed vote of thanks.
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